[Film Score Blogs] Blog #62
Saturday, September 15, 2018 2:10 pm
9-8-2018:

Here is a proper & conservative photo of me on Friday, August 3,
2018 at my favorite retail beer specialty shop--the place to go for fresh &
cold beer! Especially on these hot summer months I love to drink refreshing
craft beer. In fact, on a whim, I decided to create an Instagram site the day
before (August 2) to focus on beers--wildbill4552
https://www.instagram.com/wildbill4552/

Of course I also post there on film music (such as my very first post),
favorite Golden Age tv shows such as Wild Wild West and Gunsmoke,
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astrology now & then, and so on. But beer is the largest fun focus, usually of
late posting clips of Gunsmoke characters such as Matt Dillon and Doc
Adams drinking beer. Right now my site is overflowing like foamy beer
with a total of eight followers! : )......
Anyway, just for fun. I much prefer YouTube and Twitter (Facebook I
rejected long ago). There at least I can install video clips, whereas on
Instagram I cannot in my special circumstance (posting via my desktop since
I do not own a mobile phone). I discovered after Google search that I can at
least post static photos if I use the Google Chrome browser. 99% of the time
I use the Firefox browser (61.0 version) on Windows 7. You right click on
one's Instagram site, scroll down to "Inspect" at the bottom and click, then
refresh the page. After that the camera icon appears at the bottom of the page
in the middle where you can post a new photo and write a message. I try to
post at least once a day there to keep it fresh and active.
I discovered two breweries nearby that I visited:
https://www.instagram.com/steadybrewing/ [Steady Brewing]

I really liked their Grasshopper IPA and purchased six paks of them
on two different occasions.
https://www.instagram.com/riipbeer/?hl=en [RIIP Beer Company]

This one we visited only once since it is considerably further away
from us, and I don't like to travel in hot weather too far just to get beer! But I
had a positive experience. I really liked their "Dank Poets Society" beer that
was very smooth yet had depth. "Old School Values" IPA had a tasty &
unique taste.
Usually, or most frequently, we go to The Social List since I can even
walk there if I feel ambitious (normally we bicycle):
https://www.instagram.com/thesociallistlb/ [The Social List]

They have one of the best deals for Happy Hour food and drink M-F 3
to 6 pm. This week they had Anderson Valley Cerveza Crema cream ale on
nitro plus Strand "Atticus" IPA, plus six other taps.
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Speaking of both beer and music, I spontaneously wrote music for
another local establishment that we usually bike to:
https://www.instagram.com/lbbeer/ [Long Beach Beer Lab]

They have guaranteed great quality beers, terrific air conditioning on
these hot days, and healthy/tasty foods made right there fresh (vegetarian). I
told Levi, the owner there, that I did not write a symphony! : ).......just
simple logo-type music that felt "kosher" to me. I especially wanted to
orchestrate with a mid-range to higher range solo clarinet. Version B works
best. I believe we biked there last Sunday. He said they plan to use the music
for educational videos on beer making.
Here is my YouTube video link of the music:
https://youtu.be/BpTsqbfUlSg [Long Beach Beer Lab]

Aleksandar Popovic graciously volunteered to do the excellent Midi
renditions of the music.
***************************
Yesterday I spent over twelve hours finishing up my projects for the
new Film Score Rundowns original site:
(1) "CBS Music Library Cue # System" I spent much of July
working on this 214 page single-spaced document (though loaded with
images). It is a logical extension of my previous "CBS Collection" paper
that is a 189 page document:
http://www.filmscorerundowns.net/other/cbs_collection.pdf

Here is an image of my new CBS paper:
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(2) "Gunsmoke Part 3 (Hour B/W)" Parts 1 & 2 were for the July 3,
2018 update that included all of the relevant half-hour black & white
episodes. Part 3 is the start of hour black & white seasons from Season 7
thru season 12. Part 3 is 148 pages in length encompassing Seasons 7 & 8
plus a sneak peek into Season 9. Will there be a Part 4?......Not sure yet. I
had a lot of music materials I researched over the years for the previous
seasons regarding the music but very little starting with Season 9. Besides,
the 10th & 11th seasons became dicey and uncertain regarding the true
sources of music because Herschel Burke Gilbert came in then as supervisor
& conductor, plus Rudy Schrager and then Leon Klatzkin. More on this
later. I have all of the dvds for the black & white episodes (both half-hour
and hour). Currently the first color season (12th season, 1966-67 season) is
available on dvd. I may get that one because Goldsmith did an original score
in that season, Ernest Gold, Morton Stevens (he did a somewhat
Herrmannesque score for "The Jailer" episode). Fred Steiner returned for
one more then. But starting with the 10th B/W season everything seemed to
change. Most of the old reliable good composers did not return, and you
rarely got music from the old CBS Music Library that included Rene
Garriguenc, old Goldsmith & Fred Steiner music edits, etc. The first nine
seasons kept true and reliable, the best seasons. As for the color seasons, I
did not care much for the relatively poor quality of color. During that period
the sister CBS series Wild Wild West was far superior with colors and set
direction and imagination!
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(3) "Gunsmoke Original Score Master List" Just out of my own
curiosity, I decided to write a Master List of all episodes of the 20-year
series to determine which ones were original scores (or claimed to be).
While I did not have the color dvds, I referenced the episodes on YouTube
and used other sources. Here are examples:
Elmer Bernstein:
-"Hostage!" December 11, 1972 (Season 18)
Jerry Goldsmith:
-"Doc Judge" February 6, 1960 (Season 5)
-"The Blacksmith" September 17, 1960 (Season 6)
-"The Wake" December 10, 1960 (Season 6)
-"Love Thy Neighbor" January 28, 1961 (Season 6)
-"Old Faces" March 18, 1961 (Season 6)
-"The Whispering Tree" November 12, 1966 (Season 12, now in color)
But I have serious doubts of the music attributions, as noted just
earlier, starting with the tenth season when H.B. Gilbert took over. For
instance, he did not attribute properly in many episodes. "The Pariah"
episode on April 17, 1965 end credits Fred Steiner but I heard "stock" music
from the past of other composers, including Herrmann. Rudy Schrager is
credited to the "Big Man, Big Target" episode on November 28, 1964--yet I
heard music from other composers from the old CBS Music Library.
Moreover, I have serious doubt that Leon Klatzkin wrote original scores he
was credited for about 85 or more episodes, many of them done sequentially
each week, week after week. Perhaps the end credits meant music was
composed by him but not each score was an original one (editing in
previously composed music by him). Very misleading. It would've been
better to simply not credit a particular composer unless it definitely was an
original score (the norm of attribution thru Season Nine). Oh, well. That is
partially why I don't care to work on anymore Gunsmoke episodes after that
ninth season.
(4) "CBS EZ Cue Catalog" This EZQ catalog was a means to license
out music culled from the old CBS Music Library stock of cues.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of cues inserted in this catalog were not
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from the early years of the music library that, in my opinion, were the best,
and certainly not the music usually heard in the early seasons of Gunsmoke,
Have Gun Will Travel, Perry Mason, Rawhide, etc. Here is a sample page
that in red ink have my annotations:

(5) "YouTube Master List" For ease of reference, I decided to create
a Master List of the videos I put online in my Film Score Rundowns
YouTube account. Here below are the first two pages.
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(6) "Blog #62" The final project for the new FSR update this early
September is of course this blog! It's 9:26 am as I write at this moment.
Probably I'll be done by late morning, and then I'll send it off to Sarah.
Perhaps by even Sunday or Monday the site will be fully updated. I have no
other projects precisely in mind for the update after this one, but normally
that spontaneously happens. I remember last year at this time when the Max
Steiner Symposium was starting to gel, I got quite busy doing a ton of
Steiner projects at this time last year, including my four Steiner videos ---unfortunately never used in that symposium : ( ...........
There is a likely probability that I may finally get back to composing,
and perhaps doing more Herrmann re-orchestrations. We shall see! Of
course I will be preparing material for new YouTube videos--more
Herrmann most likely since I had deleted a lot of old inadequate videos. I
need to replace some of those.
Here is a list of old YouTube videos of mine that I deleted back on a
Saturday morning five months ago:
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Speaking of Max Steiner, the Music Library Association (MLA) came
out with a video of a Steiner talk presented seven months ago before even
the Max Steiner Symposium event at Cal State Long Beach:
https://vimeo.com/254032439 [A Look At Early Film Music]
http://conferences.blog.musiclibraryassoc.org/videos/ [MLA videos]

Of the three speakers, I particularly liked Jeff Lyon's talk about his
ambitious corpus project of collating all of Max's thematic material,
focusing his talk on Gold Is Where You Find It (GIWYFI). He is in an ideal
position to attempt such a project because he is at Brigham Young
University (BYU) in Utah that holds the Max Steiner Papers:
http://files.lib.byu.edu/ead//XML/MSS1547.xml [Max Steiner Collection]

All of Steiner's sketch scores are available there, so pursuing a
thematic corpus project is doable there--but it will be a huge "Hollywood
Production" (years in the making! : ) ........ So don't interrupt him and his
helper there (I believe Brent Yorgason ?) because they are "Men At Work"
(see the Reel 10 pt 1 page where orchestrator Friedhofer inserted an image!):
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I discussed Steiner's themes in many papers and videos but I would
never attempt a thematic corpus study. I have too many interests (especially
Herrmann, CBS music, etc) to have such a long-term laser focus to spend
many years on it, devoted to one sole project. I would rather spend more
time writing my own music and Herrmannesque music since I am 68 years
old now. Last year around this time I wrote a paper (and made a long video)
of Steiner's Self-Borrowings. I also did a video on Max's themes, one on
Max's "mickey-mousing," and one of Max's use of other composers' music
incorporated into his own scores.
Perhaps to shorten the work load a bit, perhaps Jeff can shorten the
themes presented. For instance, he claims that there are 41 themes in
GIWYFI. Well, I studied the full score, and to my mind there are certainly
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not 41 principal or main themes. For instance, the "Farmers" (based on the
cue sheets)--I would name it the "gold" motif--is central, and so is the
"Serena" theme (that will later be self-borrowed in the Margaret theme in
Jim Thorpe, All American). But maybe if you include all of the subsidiary
small themes, including one-only passing motif structures, then maybe you
can get a few dozen or more "themes." That would be a lot of work to place
them all down on image and Finale audio clips. God help them doing the
Gone With The Wind long movie! Personally I would only do the primary
and secondary themes/motifs, and that's it. Those are the most important.
Maybe focusing on a very minor motif would be of note if, say, it was earlier
or later something self-borrowed. And remember that Steiner would often
incorporate themes from other composers. A good example of that is
Sergeant York where the Main Title alone completely borrows from "You're
In the Army Now" and "Beaulahland" and other composers' themes. So
technically they are not examples of Max's own material. It would require a
ton of footnote explanations or caveats! I would not want to be, say, 35 years
old starting a massive project, and then be 75 years old when it's finally
done! : ) .............. But I guess one has to be strongly Scorpio-Pluto-Virgo
obsessive-compulsive---be really thorough, to carry something through to
the death & finish it--- in academia to do really serious & important projects.
I have too much air in my chart and tend to thumb the nose at such longterm projects (although I did that with my Herrmann Self-Borrowing
project). Must be my Scorpio in the 1st house and its modern ruler, Pluto, in
the 10th! : )
Speaking of astrology, I spontaneously worked on my 2022 chart a
month ago. As I wrote somewhere:
Out of curiosity, I decided to look at my own progressed astrology chart. Looks like
20021-2023 (exact 2022) should be rather interesting & promising. There is a nice
harmony Grand Trine in Air with progressed Midheaven (MC) trine natal Moon & natal
Venus)--potential for gain and pleasure (Venus) and home life (Moon) tied to my status
in the world (MC). It should be an exceptionally fruitful period (probably music).
Progressed Vesta (key to dedicated work, doing a good job) conjunct natal Vertex (key to
partnerships) in that period suggests working hard for a greater good. Progressed Vertex
(like another 7th house cusp) conjunct the Midheavern (or 10th house cusp) and
conversely, progressed Antivertex (key to personal action) conjunct the IC (or 4th house
cusp) suggests angular overt changes in the life then, manifested, tied to changes in
personal activity, home, partnerships and subsequently status in the world). Progressed
Mars conjunct natal antivertex suggests double potent action/activity/personal will &
independence to do my own creative thing, but also involvement with deep partnerships
of consequence (Scorpio sign). Moreover, progressed Moon will conjunct progression
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Sun November 16, 2022--a New Chapter in the life starting then. Until then, I hope to
continue building a good solid foundation for that promising period. Progressed Uranus
conjunct my natal Sun in the 9th house for the rest of my life suggests change &
creativity, the new & the different.
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****************************
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Switching to Herrmann now, here is an interesting image I found on
Instagram when I was surfing the site:

I as "wildbill4552" made a comment on it.
*******************************
Here is something else of historical interest tied to film music:
https://www.loc.gov/resource/molden.5424/ [Les Ombres image]
https://www.loc.gov/collections/moldenhauer-archives/articles-and-essays/guide-toarchives/les-ombres/ [Honneger page LOC]

*****************************
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You might be delighted by Danny Kaye's "Anatole of Paris" from The
Secret Life of Walter Mitty:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJ9bnC1v1xc [Anatole of Paris]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Con2aOB6A5M [LP better audio]

If you want to read the written full score as you listen, go here:
https://www.loc.gov/resource/ihas.200184399.0/?sp=1 [written score]

************************
Earlier I discussed Gunsmoke tv series where James Arness played
Marshal Matt Dillon. Well, he played Mr. Thing earlier in 1951! I made a
video of the Main Title of the Dimitri Tiomkin score:
https://youtu.be/F0CuSdVKM5c [The Thing Main Title]

The "Flying Saucer Sequence" is M-27. Here are some images:
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Here below are the first four bars orchestrated of the same cue, bottom
portion:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGjJ8vfh5CI [Flying Saucer]
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Here is "D-Story #1" by Marius Constant (of the Twilight Zone
Theme fame) and the video I made recently:
https://youtu.be/dw133PqkSoM [D-Story #1]
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Here below is Constant's "F-Story #1" and inclusion video:
https://youtu.be/mBXksbZ9LRY [F-Story 1, 3, 7]
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And here below is Constant's "A-Story #1" and YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/Yy-a8IQg7co

[A-Story #1]
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******************************
Russell Plows did this Herrmannesque-enough Intro to The Birds
(Hitchcock) that you might enjoy. I thought he did a fine job!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2cVvQ_GbXg&feature=youtu.be&a= [Birds]

*********************************
Speaking of The Birds, I heard from a few little birds chirping
somewhere that it is probable that Christopher Palmer's semi-biographical
book/notes on Bernard Herrmann (thought missing long ago) might be
released in a year or so. It is some sort of a "restoration" of a previously
unreleased bio manuscript. Palmer arranged the "So Close To Me Blues"
music of Herrmann's in Taxi Driver from Benny's King of Schnorrers. I bet
the manuscript being worked on is Palmer's previously lost or misplaced
journal of his various conversations and working relationship with
Herrmann. We shall see.
*************************
[Completed Saturday, September 9, 2018 at 1:01 pm PDT]
[Copyright (c) 2018 by Bill Wrobel]
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[resume Saturday, September 15, 2018 at 9:33 am]
Since the site hasn't been updated yet, I decided to continue my blog.
The biggest new development since my last session on the ninth is
that I created a new YouTube video on Jerry Goldsmith's Baby: Secret of the
Lost Legend (1985). Here is the direct link:
https://youtu.be/lGnry_zt52I [BABY]

I provided PostImage links for the hand-copied sheets I made but I
will also provide images below at the end of this blog.
************************************
https://twitter.com/ZeffanieandBill [Twitter site]

If you go to Twitter site (see link immediately above) you will note
that I posted at least three video clip's of Verdi's ATTILA that I enjoyed,
conducted in 1991 by Riccardo Muti (who did the excellent WILLIAM
TELL opera).
Anyway, I decided this late morning (now it is 11:51 am) to create a
new YouTube video (just posted) of what I consider the gavotte-like section
in No. 11 Finale Secondo.
https://youtu.be/W81vOd_ysCs [ATTILA gavotte]
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I like the arpeggiando harps here by Verdi. Herrmann very often
utilized that technique, especially in scores like Mysterious Island and
Journey To the Center of the Earth.
You can listen to the gavotte chorus at the 33 second point in this
YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5Sq1Pax7h8 [Ascot Gavotte]

***********************
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In the last week or so I created a PINTEREST site (besides earlier an
INSTAGRAM account, as discussed before) , a familiar social media option.
Here are the links:
https://www.pinterest.com/filmscorerundowns/ [Bill Wrobel Pinterest]
https://www.pinterest.com/filmscorerundowns/bernard-herrmann-film-score-rundowns/

[Pinterest re: Bernard Herrmann]
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https://www.pinterest.com/filmscorerundowns/max-steiner-film-score-rundowns/

[Pinterest re: Max Steiner]
https://www.pinterest.com/filmscorerundowns/bill-wrobel-music-film-score-rundowns/

[Bill Wrobel Music Pinterest]
https://www.pinterest.com/filmscorerundowns/john-barry-film-score-rundowns/

[Pinterest re: John Barry]
https://www.pinterest.com/filmscorerundowns/jerry-goldsmith-film-score-rundowns/

[Pinterest re: Jerry Goldsmith]
Most probably over the next month I will create new boards tied
specifically to various composers such as Elmer Bernstein, Miklos Rozsa,
James Horner, E.W. Korngold, and others.
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*************************
I also have a VIMEO account that I used occasionally to upload videos
instead of YouTube:
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https://vimeo.com/user85483110

[Vimeo]

But by far I use & update most frequently on TWITTER:
https://twitter.com/ZeffanieandBill

FACEBOOK, however, I will never return to in terms of starting up a
new account. I object to that site & policies, don't like Zukerberg, don't like
his snoozing on the job in regards to Russian meddling in 2016, etc.
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*******************************
I like the Leigh Phillips Twitter site, and the professional awesome
orchestration work he has been performing over the years. I like the colors
(especially the blues in the Curse of Frankenstein poster) & graphics of his
front page:
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When I think of Leigh Phillips, I think of Arthur Morton (especially
of Jerry Goldsmith orchestration fame), of Murray Cutter (Max Steiner's
orchestrator since 1946), of Edward Powell (Alfred Newman), of Eugene
Zador (Miklos Rozsa), Raab (Franz Waxman), and others. I tried my hand
on orchestarting Rozsa's The Killer's cue "Exit the Killers" some time ago.
Here are images:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R9wIY42Rf8
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*******************************
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Dinah Shore sings Max's Steiner's Love Theme from Saratoga Trunk:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NySibkrXh20 [As Long As I Live]

*************************
Now to images of Goldsmith's BABY (1985).
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[Completed Saturday, September 15, 2018 at 2:10 pm]
(Copyright (c) 2018 Bill Wrobel]
************************
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